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※In order to provide the most stable gameplay possible, the following conditions may apply during
gameplay with a certain online partner. -In order to establish a seamless connection, please make
sure that your Internet connection (e.g. 3G/4G/Wifi) and your partner’s Internet connection (e.g.
3G/4G/Wifi) are capable of switching to “Buffering” simultaneously. -Switch to the next day and the
next day. -Your online partner has gone offline. -During daily maintenance of the game server, the
online service may be delayed. -You may be disconnected from your online partner for a period
during combat. ※The combat system in Tarnished Cells has not been optimized yet. If you play with
a keyboard, please note that the movement and rotation speed of the player will be slower than the
single key click method. -The movement and rotation speed will not be affected if you play with a
controller. ※The notifications for the response rate check have been turned off for the time being.
※The notifications for ODF/ODX/EOL have been turned off for the time being. ※The release of the
Main Quest has been delayed due to the optimization of the game. We apologize for any
inconvenience this may cause. ※In response to the recent announcement of the Luminous Creed, we
are planning a major balance adjustment in the near future. ※We request your understanding
regarding the delay in the release of the Main Quest. ※The measures taken to enhance the security
of the game server and decrease the probability of cheating are part of the necessary preparations
for the online service’s deployment. There may be times when the game server is unreachable or the
use of the online services is temporarily restricted. We apologize for any inconvenience that this may
cause. ※With regard to the issue regarding the potential risk of being trafficked by players while
using the online services, we will not charge the service fee of all players who are identified to be in
danger of being trafficked. ※We will be rolling out certain updates and maintenance for the game
server and client, which may require the restart of the game server on a schedule. ※In order to
ensure a more stable experience for all players, we are carrying out content maintenance and
system
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Features Key:
Lions, Dragons, Samurai, and Elves as AI partners.
Create your own character while having a vast world and rich back story.
Highly competitive online play to test your skills against others.
Rare chest items that come with level-up items for the game.
STORY
In the Lands Between, a peaceful and prosperous society has been established thanks to the Elden Ring that
was created to maintain peace after the Elden wars. In other words, it is a world where harmony reigns
between humans and NPCs. However, one day… A young man named Shigar confronts a man named Kinduk
heildom, who has established a new kind of divine being called “old gods.” While Shigar had the intention of
learning from Kinduk about the old gods… A new child is born of the LoSl from the Lands Between: Shigar.
While Kinduk watches closely, while Kinduk’s divine protection ensures that Shigar will ultimately be
liberated… Shigar is deemed a “player” by Kinduk, and sent to a Noble Elden lords’ house. The daily life of
Shigar is not a struggle, and his only duty is to do his best and train diligently as a little Eagle. One day,
while Shigar is training, Kinduk appears before him…
Shigar cannot help but think that Kinduk is a foolish old god that has fallen to the lowest lower class, and
does not possess the power and capabilities of the LoSl Divines… Shigar deceives Kinduk so that he can
venture into the mysterious world of the LoSl divines, and learns about the mysterious world that he only
knew through the Elden legends.
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